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ABSTRACT 
The deductive apparatus of a fuzzy logic is usually proposed in Hilbert's tyle by fixing 
a fuzzy subset of logical axioms and a set of fuzzy inference rules. We sketch a 
"refutation approach" to fuzzy deduction. In particular, this enables us to face 
probability logic as a particular fuzzy refutation system in the framework of fuzzy logic. 
Namely, we propose a refutation system in which the probabilistic theories correspond 
to the lower envelopes and the complete probabilistic theories correspond to the 
probabilities. Finally, we apply the concept of fuzzy refutation system to multivalued 
logic. 
KEYWORDS: fuzzy logic, approximate reasoning, probability, multivalued 
logic 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, the usual classical deductive systems are not adequate 
to face the essential vagueness of human reasoning, and therefore one 
focus of research in artificial intelligence is the problem of "approximate 
reasoning." Now, an interesting contribution to this subject is fuzzy logic 
theory, whose basic principles have been formulated by Zadeh in [16] and 
successively examined by several other authors. The aim of fuzzy logic is to 
give a precise meaning to expressions like 
"v entails that a holds at least to degree A," 
where v is a fuzzy subset of formulas (the available fuzzy information), a a 
formula, and A E [0, 1] a generalized truth value. 
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On the other hand, in classical ogic very useful refutation techniques 
exist to prove that a formula a is a consequence of a given system E of 
axioms. The starting point is the equivalence between the two claims. 
• ~ entails a, 
• ~ a is inconsistent with E. 
So, in order to extend these techniques to fuzzy logics, in this paper we 
define a notion of degree of inconsistency of a formula a with respect o a 
fuzzy set v of formulas in such a way that the following are equivalent: 
• v entails that o~ holds at least to degree A, 
• the degree of inconsistency of ~ a with v is A. 
In such a way we obtain a refutation approach to fuzzy logic. 
In particular, this enables us to obtain a refutation system for managing 
information that is probabilistic in nature. In this system the probabilistic 
theories correspond to the lower envelopes and the complete probabilistic 
theories correspond to the probabilities. The formulas we find are perhaps 
useful for the questions examined by Weichselberger and Pohlmann in 
[141. 
Also, we apply the refutation approach to those fuzzy logics whose 
semantics is furnished by the class of truth functional valuations of a 
multivalued logic. Such semantics were extensively examined by Pavelka in 
[10]. 
2. FUZZY LOGIC 
Denote by U the unit interval [0, 1]. Then, given a set S, a fuzzy subset of 
S is any element of the direct power ~r(S) = U s, that is, any map s: S ~ U 
from S into U (Zadeh [15]). ~r(S) inherits the structure of a complete 
lattice from U, and it is an extension of the lattice ~(S)  of all the subsets 
of S. Indeed, if we define crisp a subset s as one such that s(x)  ~ {0, 1} for 
every x ~ S, then we can identify ~(S)  with the sublattice {0, 1} s of the 
crisp fuzzy subsets of S. Namely, we identify any X ~(S)  with the 
related characteristic function Xx ~ Jr(S) • We extend to the lattice AS)  
the terminology of set theory; for example, given two fuzzy subsets s and 
s' of S, if s' < s, we say that s' is included in s or that s' is a part of s, 
and we write s _c s'. Also, we define the union s U s' and intersection 
s n s' as the join and the meet of s and s', that is, the fuzzy subsets 
defined by setting 
(s U s ' ) (x )  = max{s(x), s'(x)} and (s n s ' ) (x )  = min{s(x), s'(x)} 
(2.1) 
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for every x ~ S. Likewise, one defines the union U si and the intersection 
f'l si of a family (si) i~ t of fuzzy subsets by 
U Si(X) ---~ sup{si(x)li ~ I} and N si(x) = inf{si(x)[i ~ I}. 
Also, the complement ~ s of a fuzzy subset s is defined by setting 
(~  s)(x)  = 1 - s(x) 
for every x ~ S. We say that s is finite if its support Supp(s) = {x ~ S [ 
s(x) ~ 0} is finite, and that s is a fuzzy singleton if Supp(s) contains only 
one element. Namely, if c~S and A~U,  A4~0, then {c}~:S~U 
denotes the singleton defined by {c}~(c) = 1 and {c}~(x) = 0 if x 4= c. 
Following Pavelka [8] (see also the book of L. Bolc and P. Borowik [4]), 
we define the notion of fuzzy semantics in a very abstract way. The idea is 
that a semantics is defined by a suitable set of possible models for the 
language under consideration and that, in turn, every model can be 
identified with the valuation of the formulas in U it determines (i.e. a fuzzy 
subset of formulas). So, if U: is a set whose elements we call formulas, then 
a fuzzy semantics is any class A" of fuzzy subsets of Y. We use the name 
models or worlds for the elements of .4t', and given a formula ~ and a 
world m, the number m(a)  represents the truth degree of a in m. In this 
way fuzzy logic looks similar to multivalued logic, since it considers the 
possibility that formulas are valued in a structure different from the 
Boolean algebra {0, 1}. As a matter of fact, however, the point of view of 
fuzzy logic is quite different. Indeed, the basic idea (in my opinion) is that 
the available information is a constraint ~5 on the possible truth values of 
the formulas in the actual world and that a deductive apparatus i a tool to 
obtain an improved constraint ~. In logical terms, while the constraint 
corresponds to the system of axioms, the derived constraint ~ corresponds 
to the set of logical consequences of ~. Namely, fuzzy logic considers only 
constraints like 
"the actual truth value of the formula a is at least v( a ) "  
where v is a fuzzy subset of formulas that one calls a fuzzy system of proper 
axioms, or initial valuation. On the other hand, also in the classical case a 
system E of axioms is a constraint like "the actual truth value of the 
formula a is at least X~(o~)." So, in accordance with this interpretation, 
we say that m ~Jt" is a model of v, and we write m ~- v provided that 
v ___ m. In this case v represents correct (partial) fuzzy information about 
the world m. We say that v is satisfiable if it has a model in A', and we 
denote by Sat(A') the class of satisfiable initial valuations. Given a fuzzy 
semantics A', we define a theory as any fuzzy subset of formulas obtained 
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as an intersection of elements of at. In particular, since the intersection of 
the empty subset of a t  gives the fuzzy subset constantly equal to 1 (that is, 
the whole set of formulas ~), such a fuzzy subset is a theory, which we call 
the inconsistent theory. Also, all the elements of a t  are theories, obviously. 
Given a fuzzy semantics, a logical consequence operator C : ~'(IF) ~ g(~:) is 
defined by setting, for every v ~ 5r(U:), 
C(v) = N {m ~at lm ~ v}" (2.2) 
C(v) is a theory, which we call the fuzzy theory generated by v. In particular, 
if v is not satisfiable, then C(v) collapses in the inconsistent theory. 
Notice that the above definitions are natural extensions of the corre- 
sponding ones in classical ogic. Indeed, in classical ogic every model m 
defines the complete theory {a ~ 0 z I a is true in m} of m, and every 
complete theory can be obtained in this way by a suitable model. So the 
semantics of a first order logic coincides with the class of the complete 
theories, in a sense. Also, given a system £ of axioms (the available 
information), a model of £ is a complete theory containing X. Finally, the 
theory C(£) generated by £, i.e. the set of logical consequences of £, can 
be defined as the intersection of all the models (i.e. the complete theories) 
containing £. 
As in the classical case, we say that M" is compact if given any initial 
valuation v, v is satisfiable if and only if every finite fuzzy subset of v is 
satisfiable. A more interesting concept of compactness i  defined as fol- 
lows. Recall that a family (vi)i~ i of fuzzy subsets is called directed if for 
every i , j  ~ I an element h ~ I exists such that u i c u h and vj c_ v h. 
Moreover, we define the limit of a directed family (si)i~ I as the union 
13 {s i [ i ~ I}. Finally, a class g¢ ~ of fuzzy subsets is called inductive if the 
limit of an inductive family of elements in g(  is an element in g<. We say 
that a fuzzy semantics a t  is strongly compact, in brief s-compact, if Sat(at) 
is inductive. The following proposition gives a simple characterization f
the s-compact semantics where, for every s], s 2 in ~([F), we set s 1 << s 2 
provided that sl(x) < s2(x) for every x ~ Supp(si). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 A fuzzy semantics i  s-compact if and only if 
v is satisfiable ,x, every finite v r << v is satisfiable. (2.3) 
In particular, every s-compact fuzzy semantics is compact (while the 
converse implication falls). 
Proof Let a t  be s-compact, and assume that every finite fuzzy subset 
vf such that v/<< v is satisfiable. Then, since v is the inductive limit of the 
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directed class {of Ivy << v, vf finite}, we have v ~ Sat(J{). This proves 
(2.3). 
Conversely, assume (2.3), and let ,,~ be an inductive class of satisfiable 
fuzzy subsets. We have to prove that v = O X is satisfible. Now, for every 
finite fuzzy set vf such that vf << v, an element f ~ X( exists such that 
vf _ f .  Since f is satisfiable, vf is satisfiable too, and by (2.3) v is 
satisfiable. 
By setting .It" = {s ~ 5r(~:) I s(a)  v~ 1 for every a ~ U:} we obtain an 
example of compact fuzzy semantics that is not s-compact. • 
An interesting characteristic of an s-compact semantics is that the 
associated logical consequence operator C is continuous, that is, the limits 
of the directed families of initial valuations are preserved. In particular, 
since the class of all the finite fuzzy subsets of a given fuzzy subset is 
directed, we have that 
C(v)  = U {C(vf)lvf is a finite fuzzy subset of v}. 
The next proposition gives a simple criterion to prove the s-compactness 
of a fuzzy semantics (see also [1]). Recall that a class ~ of subsets of N is 
an ultrafilter provided that 
(I) X ~ o~, Y D X ~ y ~r ;  
(2) X~ r ,Y~J  = XnY~Y- ;  
(3) for every X, either X ~ f f  or -X  ~ ~r. 
Moreover, given a sequence (A~)n~ s of elements of U, we write 
l imy A n = A provided that 
W>O 3X~J  Vn~X [h -hn l<_e .  
This notion of convergence satisfies the same properties of the classical 
one, but, in addition, l imj  A n exists for any sequence (An)n~ N (for exam- 
ple, see Chang and Keisler [5]). Given a sequence (sn)n ~ N of fUZzy subsets 
of B: and a prime filter ~, we define the ultraproduct modulo of ~' of 
(s,), ~ N as the fuzzy subset 
s(x) = lim a, s.(x),  x ~ ~F, 
PROPOSITION 2.2 Let Jr" be a fuzzy semantics closed with respect o the 
ultraproducts. Then .If is s-compact and therefore compact. Moreover, for 
every formula a and an initial valuation v, a model m of v exists uch that 
m(a)  = C(v)(c~). 
Proof Let v be an initial valuation such that every finite fuzzy subset 
vf such that vf << v is satisfiable, and denote by oq, a= . . . .  an enumera- 
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tion of all the formulas in Y. Moreover, for every h ~ N, consider the fuzzy 
subset v h defined by 
:t .wit i   
Then, since Vh is finite and v h << v, an element m h ~.4v exists such that 
1 1 
mh(al )  >- v(a l )  h . . . .  ' mh(Oth) >- V(Oth) h" 
Let ~' be a nonprincipal prime filter, and let m the ultraproduct of the 
sequence (m,) ,~ N modulo ~'. In order to prove that m is a model of c, 
notice that, given any formula aj, we have mh(a j) >__ v (a i ) -  1/h for 
every h > j, and therefore m(aj)  = limg m,,(aj) > v(aj). 
Let v be an initial valuation and a a formula. Then, since C(v) (a)  = 
inf{m(a) I m ~A', m _~ v}, a sequence m n of models of v exists such that 
m,(a)  is a decreasing sequence of numbers uch that lira n _~ mn(a)  --- 
C(v)(a).  Let ~' be a nonprincipal ultrafilter, and m the ultrapower of 
(mn)n ~ N modulo ~/. Then 
m(a)  = lim~z mn(Ot) = lim m.(a)  = C(v)(a) .  
n --~ oo 
Notice that the class of fuzzy semantics that are closed with respect o 
the ultraproduct is very large. As a matter of fact if ~¢" is defined by a set 
of equalities or inequalities and some continuity hypothesis is satisfied, 
then atv is closed with respect o the ultraproducts. 
In the sequel we assume that among the logical connectives there is a 
negation ~,  that is, for every formula a in IF, ~ a is a formula in IF. 
Given a fuzzy subset s of formulas, we denote by s* the fuzzy subset 
defined by 
s*(a)  = 1 - s (~ a) ,  a ~ IF. 
Then we say that the formula a is decidable in v if C(v)(a) = C(v)*(a),  
that is, if C(v) (a)  + C(v) (~ a)  = 1; that v is complete (with respect o 
the negation) if every formula is decidable in v; and that Jr' is balanced if 
every element of ~ is complete. We define an interval constraint as any 
pair (l, u) of fuzzy subsets of formulas, and we say that m ~"  satisfies 
(l, u) provided that l (a)  _< m(a)  <_ u(a)  for every a ~ IF. The following 
proposition shows that for balanced fuzzy semantics the initial valuations 
are equivalent to the interval constraints. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3 Assume that Jr" is a balanced fuzzy semantics, and let v 
be an initial valuation. Then, for m ~Jt', 
m is a model of v ¢~ m satisifies (v, v*), 
Moreover, if (l, u) is an interval constraint, then 
m satisfies (l, u) ~ m is a model of l  U u*. 
Proof Let v be an initial valuation. Then, since from m ~_ v it follows 
that 1 - m(a)  = m(~ a) >_ v (~ a) and therefore m(a)  <_ v*(a),we have 
that m is a model of v if and only if m(a)  ~ [v(a),v*(a)] for every 
formula a. Besides, assume that (l, u) is an interval constraint and that m 
satisfies (l, u). Then, since m(a)  = 1 - m(~ a) > 1 - u (~ a) = u*(a), 
m is a model of l to u*. Conversely, if m is a model of 1 U u*, then, since 
m(a)  = 1 -m(~ a)< l -u*(~ a)= u(a), m satisfies (/, u). • 
In accordance with Proposition 2.3, an initial valuation v for an un- 
known world m gives for every formula a a constraint [c(a), v*(a)] for 
m(a) .  Since m is also a model of C(v), another constraint is given by 
[C(e ) (a ) ,C (v )* (a ) ] .  Now, [C(v ) (a ) ,C (u)* (a ) ]  is contained in 
[v(a), v*(a)], and this means that the operator C is a tool to improve the 
initial interval approximations of the unknown truth values. Namely, it 
gives the best possible approximation of m given the information c. If a is 
decidable in c, the interval [C(v)(a) ,C(v)*(a)]  becomes a number and 
re(a) is completely determined. If v is complete, then there is only one 
model of v and this model is C(v). Obviously, it is also possible that u is 
not satisfiable, that is, no model m exists such that re(a) ~ [c(a), v*(a)] 
for every formula a. This happens, for example, if Iv(a), v*(a)] is empty, 
that is, v(a) + v(~ a) > 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 I f  ~" is balanced and closed with respect o the ultra- 
products, then for every initial valuation v and a ~ ~: two models m 1 and 
m 2 of v exist such that 
C(v ) (a )  = ml (a )  and C(c )* (a )  =m2(a) .  
Proof The first equality is a consequence of Proposition 2.2. Let m 2 be 
a model of v such that m 2( ~ a) = C(v)(~ a). Then 
m2(oe)  = 1 --  m2(~ a)  = C(v)*(~).  • 
3. REFUTATION PROCEDURES 
A fuzzy logic is usually defined by adding to a fuzzy semantics a fuzzy 
syntax, that is, a suitable fuzzy subset of logical axioms and suitable fuzzy 
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inference rules. In this section we will examine the possibility of replacing 
this "Hilbert style" with a "refutation style" approach. To this aim, given a 
fixed, fuzzy semantics ace, we have to introduce the basic notion of degree 
of consistency of a formula with respect o an initial valuation. 
DEFINITION 3.1 Let v be an initial valuation and o~ a formula. Then the 
degree of consistency of a with v is the number 
Cons(v, a) = sup{A ~ U[v U {a}a issatisfiable}, (3.1) 
while the degree of inconsistency of a with v is Inc( v , ~ ) = 1 - Cons(v, ~ ), 
that is, 
Inc(v, a)  = inf{A ~ U[v U {a} 1-a is satisfiable}. (3.2) 
Obviously, we have that 
v is not satisfiable 
PROPOSITION 3.2 
Inc(v ,a)=l  Va~= 
Cons(v ,a )=0 ¥a~5.  
For every initial valuation v and a ~ ~=, 
Proof 
< A and v U {a} x is satisfiable, then v U {a}~' is satisfiable. Conse- 
quently 
sup{A ~ UIu u {a} a is satisfiable} 
= inf{A ~ Upv U {a} ~ is not satisfiable}. 
Likewise one proceeds to prove (3.4). • 
The following proposition shows that, in a sense, any balanced semantics 
admits a refutation procedure. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 Let ~" be a balanced semantics. Then 
C(v) (~)  --- Inc(v, ,-, a) ,  (3.5) 
and therefore 
Cons(v, a)  = inf{A ~ UIv U {t~} a is notsatisfiable}, (3.3) 
Inc(v, a)  = sup{A ~ UIv u {a} 1-a is not satisfiable}. (3.4) 
The set {A ~ U I v u {a} a is satisfiable} is an interval; indeed, if 
C(v)* (a )  = Cons(v, a) .  (3.6) 
Proof Assume that A < C(v)(a).  Then for every model m of v we 
have that m(a)>A and therefore m(~a)= 1 -m(a)< 1 -A .  This 
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means that v u { ~ a} 1- * is not satisfiable and therefore that 
C(v)(o~) = sup{;t ~ UIA < C(v)(a)} 
< sup{h ~ UIv u { ~ a} 1 ~ is not satisfiable} = Inc(v, ~ a) .  
Assume that v u { ~ a} 1- * is not satisfiable. Then for every model m of 
v, we have m(~u)<l -h  and therefore m(a)= 1 -m(~a)>h.  
Thus C(v)(a) >_ h, and this proves that C(v)(a) > Inc(v, ~ a). 
(3.6) is an immediate consequence of (3.5). • 
From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that if v is a fuzzy set representing the 
available information about an unkown world m, then the best constraint 
we may obtain to the actual truth degree re(a)  is furnished by the degree 
of inconsistency of ~ a and the degree of consistency of a. Obviously, 
the basic question is to find effective methods to compute the functions 
Inc and Cons. 
4. PROBABILITY LOGIC: THE SEMANTICS 
In this section we assume that Y is the set of formulas of a zero order 
calculus whose propositional variables are Pl, P2 . . . .  and whose connec- 
tives are A, v ,  and ~.  We write a</3  to say that a implies /3, and 
a -=/3 to say that a is logically equivalent to /3. Also, we denote by 0 and 
1 a fixed contradiction and tautology, respectively. In accordance with the 
literature (see for example [6]), the notion of probability model is on the 
basis of probability logic. A probability model is a fuzzy subset p: Y ~ U 
such that 
(i) p (1)  = I, 
(ii) ot = 15 =~ p(a)  = p(15) ( t ransparency) ,  
(iii) ot and 15 incompat ib le  ~ p(a  v 15) = p(a )  + p(15) (f inite addi-  
tivity). 
We consider the fuzzy semantics defined by the set • of probability 
models. In accordance with the fuzzy logic point of view, such a semantics 
gives the logical consequence operator C defined by 
C(v) = n {PIP ~ P, P ~- v}" 
We call the theory C(v) the probability theory generated by v. It is immedi- 
ate that C(v)(l) = 1 and that a -=/3 entails C(v)(a) = C(v)(/3), but, 
since it is impossible that C(v)(o~) + C(v)(~ o~) :~ 1 and even C(v)(oz) = 
C(v)(~ a)= 0, the map C(v) is not finitely additive in general. The 
following proposition is immediate. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1 The class P of probability models is a balanced fuzzy 
semantics closed with respect to the ultraproducts. As a consequence, an 
initial valuation v is satisfiable if and only if every finite part of  v is 
satisfiable. Moreover, given an initial valuation v, for every formula a two 
probability models p and p ' exist such that C( v )( a ) = p( a ) and C( v )*( a ) 
=p ' (a ) .  
REMARK The probability models coincide with the finitely additive proba- 
bilities in a Boolean algebra, in a sense. Indeed, denote by B the Linden- 
baum algebra of the classical propositional calculus, that is, the quotient of 
the free algebra (D:,/x , v , ~)  modulo = . Namely, B = {[a] ]ot ~ ~:}, 
where [a] = {13 ~ 0:1/3 -= a}; the Boolean operations are defined by 
[a ]A[ /3 ]=[aA/3] ,  [a]  V [/3] = [a V /3], ~[a]=[~ot ] ;  and the 
minimum 0 and the maximum 1 are the classes [0] and [1], respectively. It
is immediate that if p ~ ~z, then by setting /~([a]) =p(a)  we obtain a 
finitely additive probability. Conversely, if/.t : B ~ [0, l} is a finitely addi- 
tive probability, then the map p defined by setting p(a)  =/z([a])  is a 
probability model. 
Likewise one proves that the probability theories coincide with the lower 
envelopes (that is, the maps that can be obtained as a least upper bound of 
a family of probabilities). In [7] probability logic is examined, in a Hilbert 
style, by assuming directly that the set of formulas is a Boolean algebra. 
The following definitions will be useful in the sequel. For every h ~ N 
and k ~ N o define the h-k-connective as the h-ary operation C ~ : 0 :h ~ V: 
specified by setting 
C°(O~l  . . . . .  O~h) = 1,  
Ch+l (O~l  . . . .  , Oth) = ch+2(O~l  . . . . .  O~h) . . . . .  0,  
and, for k = 1 , . . . ,h ,  
Ck( oll . . . . .  Olh) = V {O/i I /~ "'" /k ai~[ i l , . . . , i  k are distinct}. 
In other words, 
CI (a l  . . . .  , ah) = ~1 V ... V ah, 
CZ(al  . . . .  ,ah)  = V {a iA  %l i~ j , i , j  ~ {1,.. . ,h}}, 
ch(a l  . . . . .  a h) = a 1 A "'" A a h. 
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It is immediate to prove that 
C°(0/1 . . . .  , 0/h ) > C1(0/1 . . . . .  0/h ) > --. > ch(0 / l , . . . ,  0/h ), 
ck(0 /1 ,  ' ' ' ,  0/h) > ck(o/1  . . . . .  0/h I), 
ck(  0/1 . . . .  , an) =- ck(0/ l , . . . ,  o/h,0) = ck+l(0/l . . . . .  0/h,1). 
The connection between such connectives and the probability models is 
expressed by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 Let p : ~: ~ U be a map satisfying (i) and (ii) such that 
p(0) = 0. Then p is a probability model if and only if, for every 0/1 . . . . .  0/h 
in ~:, 
P(0/1) + "'" +P( 0/h) =P(C1(0/1, ' ' .  , 0/h)) + "'" +p(Ch( 0/1 . . . .  , 0/h))" 
(4.1) 
Proof If p satisfies (4.1), then for h -- 2, 
P(0/1) +P(%)  --P(0/1 v 0/2) + P(0/1 /x 0/2)- (4.2) 
Consequently, if 0/1 is inconsistent with 0/2, 
P(0/1) + P(0/2) =P(0/1 V 0/2) +p(0)  =p(0/  V 0/2) 
and p is a probability model. 
Conversely, let p be a probability model. Then if h = 1, the condition 
(4.1) is immediate. Moreover, 
P(a l )  =P(0/1 A ~ a 2) +P(0/1 A 0/2), 
P(0/2) =P(0/2 A ~ 0/1) +P(0/2 A al),  
P(0/1 V 0/2) =P(0/1 A ~ 0/2) +P(a2  A ~ 0/1) +P(0/I  A 0/2 ), 
and therefore 
p(a  1 v 0/2) =P(a l )  -P (a l  A ot 2) +p(0/2 ) -P(0/2 A 0/1) +P(0/1 A 0/2 ) 
=P(a l )  +P(0/2) --P(0/1 A a2). 
This proves (4.2), that is, (4.1) in case h = 2. To proceed by induction on 
h, observe that 
C'(0/1,-. . ,  o/h) -- [0/h ^  Ci-1(0/1 . . . . .  0/h-1)] v C i (~ l , . . . ,  ~h- l ) ,  
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and therefore, since O/h A c i -1 (o /1 , . . . ,  ah_ 1) A c i (a l  . . . .  , ah_ 1) is logi- 
cally equivalent to O/h A Ci(o/1 . . . . .  O/h-1), we have 
p(C i (  o/1 . . . . .  O/h )) = P(  O/h A c i - l (O~l , . . . ,  O/h_l)) + p(C i (  o/1 . . . .  , O/h_l)) 
-- P(  O/h A Ci( Otl , . . . ,  O/h_i)). 
Then 
i=h 
~., p (C i (o / l , . . . ,  ah)) = 
i=1 
i=h 
P(o/h /X C i - l (o / l  . . . . .  O/h-i)) 
i=I 
i=h 
+ Y'~ P(  Ci(  O/1 . . . . .  O/h- 1 )) 
i=1 
i=h 
-- E P(Oth A Ci(Otl, . . . ,  O/h_l)) 
i=1 
i=h 
=P(O/h ) + E p(ci(O/1 . . . . .  O/h-1 )) 
i=1 
i=h-1 
=P(ah)  + E p(Ci(o/1 . . . . .  °~h-1)). 
i=1 
Since, by the inductive hypothesis, EI2~ -1 p(Ci(Otl . . . . .  O/h-l)) = 
E~hl-1 p(o/i), Equation (4.1) is proved. • 
Now, we will define a useful function M enabling us to give a simple 
characterization f the satisfiable fuzzy subsets of formulas. Similar char- 
acterizations can be found in [1] and [7]. 
Given the formulas O/1 . . . . .  O/h, we set 
M(oq . . . .  , O/h) = max{k ~ NlCk(a l  . . . .  , O/h) is consistent}, (4.3) 
or, equivalently, 
M(o/1,. . . ,  O/h) = min{k ~ NICk(o~1 . . . .  , O/h) is a contradiction} - 1. 
(4.4) 
Such a map is compatible with =,  that is, 
O/1 ---~/31 . . . . .  O/h =f lh  ~ M(°tl  . . . .  ,o/h) =M( f l l  . . . . .  fib). 
It is also possible to define M(o/~,..., O/~) by induction on h. Namely, in 
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case h --- 1 we have 
M( a a) = { 
while for h ~ 1 
M(a 1 . . . . .  Oth+ 1) = 
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0 if a~ is a contradiction, 
1 otherwise, 
'M(a  I . . . . .  %)  
M(o f i , . . . ,  a h) + 1 
if o/h + 1 contradicts 
CU(~,, .. . . . .  h)(a 1 . . . .  , %) ,  
otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 4.3 A fuzzy set v of formulas is satisfiable if and only if, for 
every %, . . . ,  a h in Supp(v), 
v (a  1) + ... +v(a  h) <_ M(a  I . . . . .  %) .  (4.5) 
Proof  Assume v satisfiable, and let p be a probabil ity model of v. 
Then ,  i f  we  set  m = M(a l . . . . .  ah)  , s ince  
C m+ l(a 1 . . . . .  a h) . . . .  , ch(a~ . . . . .  a h) are contradictions, we have 
U(O'I) -'[-... d-U(Olh) _p(ot  1) + ... +p(Oth) 
_<p(Cl(ot l  . . . . .  Ogh) + "'" +p(Crn(  oll . . . . .  Olh) ) ~_~ ITl. 
To prove the converse part of the proposit ion it is enough to prove that, 
for every finite set of formulas /31 . . . . .  /3, in Supp(v), a probabil ity model 
p exists such that 
P(/31) > V( /3~) , . . . ,p (  B,) >- v( [3t). (4.6) 
Let k be the least integer such that the proposit ional variables occurring 
in 131 . . . . .  /3 t are in {Pl . . . .  , Pk}, and set 
E = {p~ ... /Xpikkl(i~,...,i k) E {--1,1}k}, 
where, for every formula a,  we set a i = a and a -  l = ~ a. If  we denote 
by e 1 . . . . .  e, the elements of E, it is immediate that any two elements of E 
are incompatible and that e~ v ... v e, is a tautology. Moreover,  the 
disjunctive normal  form theorem claims that every formula /3j is equiva- 
lent to a disjunction of formulas in E namely, the disjunction of the 
formulas e i such that ei </3j. Now, by setting a~ = 1 if ei </3j and a[ = 0 
otherwise, we have that a probabil ity model  p satisfies (4.6) if and only if 
a~p(e l) + ... +al~p(e,) >_ v([31), 
a'lp(e l) + ... +a'~p(e~) >_ v(/3,).  
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This suggests earching for a solution of the following system: 
a~x 1 + "" +al, xn >_ v(/31 ), 
(4.7) 
a~x 1 + "'" +atnX, > v ( f i t )  
with the constraints x 1>0, . . . ,  x, >0,  and xl + . . .+x  n = 1. Now, we 
claim that (4.5) entails that such a solution exists. Indeed, by setting 
b /= a{ - v(/3), since x I + ... +x~ = 1 and therefore v( /3)  = XlV(/3j) 
+ ... +xnv(/3j) ,  Equation (4.7) becomes 
b~x~ + ... +b~,x, >__ O, 
(4.8) 
b~xl + ... +bn'x, -> O. 
Now, recall that the fundamental theorem of linear inequalities assures 
that if a vector z cannot be obtained as a nonnegative linear combination 
of the vectors x i , . . . , x , , ,  then a vector c exists such that c .z  < O, 
c .x  I > 0 . . . . .  c .x , ,  > 0 (see for example [11]). Denote by b j the vector 
(b i . . . . .  b~) for j = 1 . . . . .  t, and by u j the unitary vector (61j . . . . .  6nj), 
where, as usual, 8ij = 1 if i = j and ~ij = 0 otherwise; and let z be equal 
to ( -  1 . . . . .  - 1) ~ R n. We claim that z cannot be obtained as a nonnega- 
tive linear combination of b l , . . . ,  b t, u 1 . . . .  , u n and therefore that a vector 
c = (Cl , . . . ,  c n) exists such that 
E Ci > 0, C 1 >___ 0 . . . . .  C n ~ 0, E blci >-- 0, . . . ,  E b[ci >- O. 
i i i 
Indeed, otherwise nonnegative numbers Yl . . . . .  Yt and a nonnegative 
vector y should exist such that y lb  1 + ... +yt bt + y = z. Then the set 
S = {(Y l , ' " ,  y,) lyi  > 0, y lb  1 + ... +yt bt < 0} 
should be nonempty and, since S is open on [0, oo) t, in S there are vectors 
whose components are rational numbers. Also, since 
(Y l , . . . ,Yt )  ~S,  A>O =~ (Ay  1 . . . .  ,Ay  t) ~S,  
in S there is a vector whose components are natural numbers )q . . . . .  A t. 
Consider the sequence a 1 . . . .  , a h obtained by considering hi formulas 
equal to /31 , h 2 formulas equal to f12, and so on, and set m= 
M(a I . . . . .  ah). Then there is a conjunction oti, /x ... A aim of m formulas 
in oq, . . . ,  ah that is a consistent formula. Let e i be an element of E 
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occurring in the disjunctive normal form of ai, A ... /x aim. Then, since e i 
implies exactly m formulas in oq . . . . .  a h, we have that m = a~h 1 
+ ... +at~a,, and therefore, by (4.5), 
a~h, + ... +or ]a t -  [X,v(/31) + ... +Atv(/3,)] 
= a,[a~ - v(/3,)1 + .-. +At[a  I - v(/3,)] 
is nonnegative. Since such a number coincides with the /-component of 
hlb 1 + ... + htb t, this is an absurdity. 
By setting m i = c i / (  Q + ... +c  a) we obtain a solution of (4.7) satisfying 
the required constraints. 
Turning back to the question of finding a probability model satisfying 
(4.6), given e i = p~, A ... /x pikk , we denote by v i the O-l-valuation of the 
formulas defined by setting 
v i (p j )={ ~ if j<_k ,  
otherwise. 
It is immediate that vi(e i) = 1 and v~(ej) = 0 for j ~ i. Moreover, define p 
by 
{~ if a is a contradiction 
p(a)  = {mi lv i (a )  = 1} otherwise. 
Since m 1 + ..- +mn = 1, we have that p(a)  = 1 for every tautology a. 
Moreover, it is immediate that a - /3  implies p (a )  = p(/3). Let a, /3 be 
incompatible formulas; then since no O-l-valuation satisfies both a and /3, 
p(~ v/3)  = ~{mJv~(~ v/3)  = 1} 
= ~{m, lv~(a)  = 1} + ~.,{m,fv , ( /3)  = 1} =p(a)  +p( /3 ) ,  
and this proves that p is a probability model. Also, 
P(/3 j )  = E {mi[vi( /3j) = 1} 
= Y" {mile,  < /3jl = a{m,  + ' "  +a~m,, >_ v( /3 j ) ,  
i ] 
and this concludes the proof. • 
Observe that if (4.5) is satisfied by all the formulas in Supp(v), then (4.5) 
is satisfied for all the formulas. Indeed, assume that a l , . . . ,  a h satisfy (4.5) 
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and that v(ah+ ~) = 0. Then, since 
U( Oll) -]- ... -q-U( Olh) -1- U( Olh+ l) -~- U( a l )  ~- ... -}-U( Olh) 
< M(a l , . . . ,  ah) < M(a  1 . . . .  , o~h+l), 
(4.5) is satisfied by a I . . . . .  a h + ~, too. As a consequence, if v is finite, then 
it is very simple to verify if v is satisfiable or not. As an example, if 
Supp(v) = {aa . . . .  , an} and these formulas are pairwise incompatible, then 
v is satisfiable if and only if v(a~)  + ... +v(an)  <- 1. 
Also, tile following stake interpretation of Proposition 4,3 is possible. 
Given a function v : IF --, U, consider a game such that 
• a player can bet on the occurrences of the events described by the 
formulas in IF; 
• for every a ~ U:, betting on a costs v(a);  
• the bank pays a fixed stake of one unit. 
It is also possible to bet on several different events; in that case, if a player 
wants to bet on the (not necessarily distinct) events a 1 . . . .  , a h, then he 
has to pay v(a~)  + ... +V(ah) .  M(a  I . . . .  , o~ h) represents the maximum 
amount of money a player betting on cq , . . . ,  a h can win. We call any bet 
tr~ . . . . .  a h player-reasonable in which the player has the possibility of 
receiving at least the amount of money that he has disbursed. Thus, 
Proposition 4.3 says that v is satisfiable if and only if every bet in the 
related game is player-reasonable. (Obviously, the term "player-reasona- 
ble" refers to the player's point of view and not to the bank's point of 
view.) As an example, due to the zero rule, the betting function of the 
roulette game is not player-reasonable, and therefore it is unsatisfiable. 
5. REFUTATIONS FOR PROBABILITY LOGIC 
Proposition 4.3, together with Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, gives an effective 
way to compute the quantites C(v) (a)  and C*(v)(a).  Also, by giving some 
suitable definitions, we are able to write two simple formulas. Namely, set 
M(oq . . . . .  ah /a )  = M(oq  A ot . . . . .  o~ h /x a) ,  that is, 
M(a 1 . . . . .  ah /a )  = max{k ~ NlCk(a l  . . . . .  ot h) is compatible with a}. 
(5.1) 
In terms of the betting interpretation, M(oq . . . .  , O~h/O~) is the maximum 
amount of money a player betting on a 1 . . . .  , ah can win "given a."  Also, 
the function d(ot  I . . . .  , o~h/ot) defined by 
d(oq . . . . .  ah /a )  = M(a  1 . . . .  , ot h) - M(oq , . . . ,  an~a)  (5.2) 
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will be useful. The betting meaning of d (a l , . . . ,  a h /a )  is obvious. Assume 
that v is satisfiable; we define the degree o f  consistency Cons(a l , . . . ,  ah/ /a )  
of  a with a 1 . . . .  , a h by setting Cons(a  1 . . . . .  ah/ /a )  = 1 if 
d(a~ . . . . .  uh /a )  = 0 and 
M(a I . . . . .  ah) -- [v (a l )  + ... +V(ah)  ] 
Cons( a 1 . . . . .  ah / /a )  = d(a l  . . . . .  ah /a  ) (5.3) 
otherwise. The degree o f  inconsistency Inc( a 1 . . . . .  ah /  a ) is defined by 
Inc (a l , . . . ,  ah/a)  = 1 -- Cons(a  1 . . . . .  ah/a) .  
Consequently, Inc (a  1 . . . . .  ah/a)  = 0 if d(a  1 . . . . .  ah /a )  = 0, and 
v(a  1) + ... +V(ah)  -- M(a l , . . .  , ah /a )  
Inc( a 1 . . . .  , ah / /a  ) = (5 .4 )  
d(  a l ,  . . . , ah /  a ) 
otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 Let  a be a formula and v a satisfiable initial valuation. 
Then 
C(v ) (a )  = sup{ lnc(a  1 . . . . .  ah /~ a) la l , . . . ,  a h ~ Supp(v)} ,  (5.5) 
C(v)* (a )  = in f{Cons(a l , . . . ,  O~h/a)[a  1 . . . . . .  a h ~ Supp(v) ) .  (5.6) 
Proof  First observe that 
d( a,  . . . . .  ah /a  ) = max{s E NIM(  a,  . . . . .  ah, a s) = M(  a,  . . . .  , ah) }, 
(5.7) 
where a l , . . . ,  ah, a s is the sequence obtained by adding the formula a to 
a l , . . . ,  a h s times, namely the sequence a l , . . . ,  a h, ah+ I . . . . .  ah+s,  where 
ah+ 1 . . . . .  ah+ ~ = a. Indeed, set m = M(a I . . . . .  ah); since 
M(a 1 . . . . .  ah ,  a s) = max{m,s  + M(a  1 . . . . .  ah /Ot )} ,  (5.8) 
from s <_ d (a  1 . . . . .  ah /a )  it follows that 
m <M(a l , . . . ,a  h ,a  s) 
<_ max{m,d(a  1 . . . . .  ah /a )  + M(a  I . . . . .  ah /a )}  = m,  
and therefore M( a 1 . . . .  , a h) = M(  a 1 . . . . .  ah, a~). On the other hand, if 
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s > d(a  I . . . . .  an~a),  then 
M(a l , . . . ,  a h, a s) >_ s + M(a  1 . . . .  , ah /a )  
> d(a  1 . . . .  , ah /a )  + M(a  t . . . . .  ah /a )  = m. 
Now, recall that 
Inc(v,  a )  = sup{h ~ UIv u {a} 1-~ is not satisfiable} 
and that, by Proposit ion 4.3, v u {a} 1-~ is not satisfiable if and only if 
a l , . . . ,  a h ~ Supp(v) and s v~ 0 exist such that 
v(a)  + "" +v(a  h) + s" (1 - A) > M(a l , . . . ,  a h, as ) .  (5.9) 
Now, by (5.8), 
v(a  1) + "" +v(a  h) + s" (1 - A) > s + M(a l , . . . ,  ah /a ) ,  
or equivalently, 
A< 
v(a  1) + ... +V(ah) -- M(a 1 . . . . .  ah/a)  
we have that 
v (a~)  + .-- +V(ah)  + s ' ' (1  -- A) > V(a~) ÷ "" ÷V(ah)  + S" (1 -- A) 
> M(cq , . . . ,  Cth, aO 
= M(a l , . . ,  , ah, a t ) ,  
and this means that s '  satisfies both (5.9) and (5.10). Thus, A < 
Inc (a  1 . . . . .  ah /a ) ,  and this proves that 
Inc(v ,  a )  < sup{ Inc(a l , . . .  , ah /a ) la  I . . . . .  a h ~ Supp(v)}.  
s 
From this inequal i ty  it fo l lows that  v(a  1) + ... +v(a  h) > 
m(a  I . . . . .  ah/a)  and therefore, by the consistency of v, that m > 
m(ot l , . . . ,  ah /a ) .  So d (a  I . . . .  , ah /a )  4: O. 
Now, it is not restrictive to assume that 
s >_ d (a  1 . . . . .  cq /a ) .  (5.10) 
Indeed, in case s < d(a l  . . . . .  ah /a ) ,  set s' = d(al  . . . . .  ah /a ) .  Then, 
since by (5.8) 
M( a l , .  . . ,  a h, a s) = M(  a l , .  . ., ah,a  s') = m,  
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Conversely, let A < sup{Inc(a 1 . . . . .  ah/o/)  I o/1,' .- ,  o/h ~ Supp(v)). 
Then o/~ . . . . .  o/h exist such that A < Inc(o/1 . . . . .  o/h/o/). Then we have 
that d(o/~ . . . .  , ah/o/) * 0 and that 
v( o/l) + "'" +V( o/h) --M(O/1 . . . . .  o/h/o/) > Ad(o /1 , ' " ,  o/h/o/). 
By adding M(o/1 . . . . .  a h) to both sides, 
v(a  1) + "" +v(o/h) + (1 - A)d(o/1 . . . . .  t~h/o/) > M(a l  . . . . .  o/h)" 
If we set s = d(o /1 , . . . ,  O/h/a)  , then since M(a I . . . . .  o/h ) = 
M( o/1 . . . . .  O~h, as), we may rewrite this inequality as follows: 
v(o/j) + ... +v(o/h) + s" (1 - A) > M(o/1 . . . . .  a h, czs), 
and v u {a} t-A is not satisfiable. This entails that h _< Inc(v, o/) and 
therefore that 
Inc(v, o/) >_ sup{Inc(a I . . . . .  ah/a)La I . . . . .  a h ~ Supp(v)}. 
This concludes the proof of (5.5). 
(5.6) is an immediate consequence of (5.5). • 
Notice that each interval [Inc(a 1 . . . . .  ah/~ a), Cons(a 1 . . . . .  ah/a)]  
gives an approximation of the unknown probability p(a) ,  and this suggests 
that (5.5) and (5.6) are useful tools for the questions examined in [14]. It is 
possible to give a precise formulation of the effectiveness of the formulas 
(5.5) and (5.6). Indeed, in [2] and [3], suitable notions of decidability and of 
recursive enumerability for fuzzy subsets are proposed. Namely, if S is a 
set (with a coding), then we call a fuzzy subset s of S recursively enumerable 
if s(x) = lim, _. ~ h(x, n) for every x E S, where h : ~: x N ~ U is a com- 
putable map increasing with respect o n and with rational values. Equiva- 
lently, s is recursively enumerable if s (x )= sup{h(x,n) ln  ~ N} with 
h(x, n) computable and with rational values. We say that s is recursively 
coenumerable if its complement is recursively enumerable, and that s is 
decidable if s is both recursively enumerable and recursively coenumer- 
able. This means that s is decidable provided that two effectively com- 
putable maps h : U: x N ~ U and k : • x N ~ U exist such that s(x) is the 
limit of the sequence [h(x, n), k(x, n)] of nested intervals. 
In accordance with this terminology, it is immediate that if the initial 
valuation v is computable, then C(v) is recursively enumerable and C(v)* 
is recursively coenumerable. If v is complete, that is, if C(v) is a probabil- 
ity model, then C(v) is a decidable fuzzy subset. In the terminology of a 
logician, every axiomatizable theory is recursively enumerable, and every 
axiomatizable, complete theory is decidable. 
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6. MULTIVALUED LOGIC 
The interval U, equipped with a suitable set of operations, is the basis of 
several multivalued logics, for example Lukasiewicz's logics. Now, given a 
multivalued logic, the class a¢  of all truth functional valuations defines a 
fuzzy semantics in a natural way. In the following we assume that 
• negation is interpreted by setting m(~ a) = 1 - m(a) for every m 
.¢t" and a ~ ~z; 
• all the connectives are interpreted by continuous functions; 
• there are only a finite number of propositional variables Pl . . . . .  Pk" 
The first condition means that ~ is balanced. Then, an initial valuation 
v : U z ~ U defines, for every formula a, a constraint [v(a),  v*(a)] of the 
unknown "actual" truth value re(a), and we may improve such constraints 
by considering the intervals [C(v)(a),C(v)*(a)]. The second condition 
entails that I¢ is closed with respect o the ultraproducts and therefore 
that .g¢ is s-compact. The last condition enables us to identify a model 
with a point (h i . . . .  , h k) in the space U k. 
Now, for every formula a, we denote by f~:U k ~ U the polynomial 
function associated with a, and, as usual, we call two formulas a and /3 
logically equivalent if f,, = f~. If Yl, Y2 . . . .  is an enumeration of all the 
formulas, then for every formula a we have that v u {a} ~ is satisfiable if 
and only if the inequalities 
f . . / l (X l , . . . ,  X k)  >-~ U( 'Y l )  , 
fr2(xl . . . .  , x,~) > v(y2), (6.1) 
are satisfied by numbers h 1 . . . . .  A k in U such that 
f~(,~l . . . .  , hk) >- h. 
Let E(v) be the class of solutions of (6.1). Then, since C*(v)(a)= 
Cons(v, a), we have 
C*(v)(a) = sup{fa(A 1. . . .  , Ak ) [ (A  1 . . . .  , A~) ~ E(v)}. (6.2) 
Likewise, since C(vXa)= 1 -  C*(v)(~ a) and f_~(A 1 . . . . .  A k) = 1 -  
f~(A1 . . . . .  hk), 
C(v)(a)  = inf{f~(A1,..., Ak)[(h I . . . . .  h k) E g(v)}.  (6.3) 
Since the logical connectives are interpreted by continuous functions, f~ 
is a continuous function for any formula y. Then E(v) is compact, and, in 
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accordance with Proposition 2.4, if v is satisfiable, C(vX a) and C*(v)(a) 
are the minimum and the maximum of f~ in E(v). 
To give an example, examine the very elementary multivalued logic 
whose connectives A, V, and ~ are interpreted by the minimum, the 
maximum, and the function 1 -x ,  respectively. In other words, assume 
that ~ is the class of fuzzy subsets m of I: such that 
re(a, V a2) ) : max{m(a,),m(a2)}, 
m(a I A a2) ) = min(m(a,) ,m(a:)},  
m(~ a)= 1 - m(a) .  
Notice that A" is an extension of the classical semantics, since every 
classical valuation is an element of A'. 
PROPOSITION 6.1 Given an initial valuation v, the theory C(v) does not 
preserve either the negation or the disjunction in general. Nevertheless, for 
every a, [3 ~ 
C(v)(o~ A [3) = C(v ) (a )  A C(v)(~). (6.4) 
Proof Let v be the empty fuzzy subset of ~:, that is, the map constantly 
equal to zero, and a a formula such that either a nor ~ a is a classical 
tautology. Then, since classical valuations m~ and m 2 exist such that 
rnl(a) = 0, mz(~ a)  = 0, we have that C(vXa) = C(v)(~ a)  = 0 and 
therefore that C(v)(~ a)  4= 1 - C(v)(a). Also, while it is immediate that 
C(v)(a v ~ a)  = ½, we have that C(v)(a) v C(v)(~ a)  = 0. 
To prove (6.4), let v be any initial valuation and observe that 
C(v)(a A /3) = inf{m(a A /3)lm ~/ ,m ~_ t,} 
= inf{rn(a) A m(/3)[m ~.Z¢', m _ v} 
= inf{m(a)lm ~.~e, m ~ v} A inf{m(/3)lm ~.~,  rn _ v} 
= C(v) (~)  A C(v ) (13) .  • 
(6.4) enables us to simplify the computation of C(v) and C(v)*. Indeed, 
due to the properties of a Morgan algebra, for the multivalued calculus 
under consideration the conjunctive normal form theorem holds. Namely, 
recall that a literal is either a proportional variable Pi or its negation ~ Pi, 
and that a clause is a disjunction of literals. Then every formula is 
equivalent to a conjunction of clauses, and there are only a finite number 
of equivalence classes modulo the logical equivalence relation. Now, 
assume that 7/ is reduced to a conjunctive normal form 8~ A-. .  A 8~, 
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where 6~ . . . . .  6~ are clauses. Then, since 
fyi(A1 . . . . .  A k) --- fa~(A 1 . . . .  , A k) A ... A fs/~(A1 . . . . .  Xk), 
each condition f.,~(A 1. . . . .  A k) > v(yi) comes down to the conditions 
f~j(A1 . . . . .  Ak) > v(yi), J = 1, . . . ,  k, and therefore to a finite set of condi- 
tions of the type 
v . . .  v _> 
where Jl . . . . .  Jk ~ { -- 1, 1} and where we set A 1 = A and A- 1 = 1 - A. As 
a consequence, E(v) is defined by a finite system of formulas of the type 
A~ (l'j) V ..- V A~ (k'j) > /z( j )  ( j  = 1 . . . .  , r ) ,  (6.5) 
where c(i, j )  ~ { -1 ,  1}. Also, since we may write each formula a in a 
conjunctive normal form, then by (6.4) C(v)(a) is the minimum of a finite 
set of numbers like C(vXp~' v ... v p~*). Thus, the whole computation 
becomes a simple one like 
min{A~, V .--v A~klA~ O'j) v ..-v A~(k'J)>_ I x ( j ) , j  = 1 . . . . .  r}. 
Analogous arguments hold for C(v)*(a). 
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